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Background: Repeat, high-resolution imaging of 

dunes within the martian north polar erg (AKA Olym-

pia Undae) have shown that these dune slopes are cur-

rently very active on seasonal and yearly timescales. 

Observed changes consist of small alcoves forming 

along the dune brink, often feeding into a large deposi-

tional apron (Fig. 1). On some slopes, one new feature 

(alcove-apron) will form; on others, a cluster of these 

features will appear. These are often large features -- in 

some areas, the amount of sand moved down the dune 

slope during one period of activity is extensive (Fig. 1).  

Initial studies hypothesized two mechanisms for 

alcove formation – frost and wind. The first study ex-

amining the timing of activity found that alcove-apron 

features first became visible after winter’s frost had 

sublimated, leading to the hypothesis that either subli-

mation activity or simple loading by accumulated frost 

could destabilize the dune slopes and overlying sea-

sonal CO2 frost [1,2] (perhaps through a process like 

that modeled by [3]). A second study found that some 

alcoves were first visible under the frost [4], which 

implied that alcoves form before frost accumulation. 

That study hypothesized that winds in the mid- to late-

summer were responsible. We aim to evaluate these 

hypotheses by determining alcove formation model 

constraints from a survey of activity and the conditions 

it occurs within, over multiple fields and Mars years. 

 

Our study: We have surveyed seven dune fields, each 

over 1-4 Mars years (Tab. 1, [5]). (Our previous 

presentations [e.g., 6-7] reported results from five 

fields over 1-2 Mars years.) As with studying gully 

formation on dunes within the southern midlatitudes 

[e.g., 8-9], a useful constraint for determination of the 

alcove-forming mechanism is the timing of alcove ac-

tivity. Unfortunately, due to formation of the polar 

hood in the fall and winter night, there is a lack of im-

ages over the time when it appears that alcoves form. 

Our “timing” results so far are consistent with ob-

servational data used within formulating both previous 

hypotheses: we find that alcove formation activity is 

constrained to between the last summer image and the 

first winter/spring image [5-7] – i.e., the autumn-late 

winter period when few high quality HiRISE images 

can be taken. Close inspection of springtime images 

has shown that other sublimation-associated features 

(such as dark flows/streaks [10]) sometimes appear 

correlated with new alcoves [5-6], thus indicating that 

some alcove-apron activity occurs in the spring, (pre-

sumably) due to frost sublimation. However, over fea-

tures where the first post-summer image is taken during 

late winter the same Mars year (i.e., when the dune 

slopes are still coated in frost), the new alcove is visi-

ble under the frost [4-6]. Thus initial alcove formation 

activity must occur before the stable seasonal frost lay-

er is deposited (or at least sufficiently early for deposi-

tion of frost resembling the stable seasonal layer). As 

we find no evidence of alcove formation during the 

summer, before the polar hood begins to obscure visi-

bility, we thus propose that alcove formation occurs 

during the autumn-early winter period and is initiated, 

in some way, by early frost processes. 

 

  
Figure 1. An alcove-apron in Buzzel dune field that 

formed during the winter of Mars Year (MY) 31. Alcove 

width is 37 m and length is 30 m – assuming depth = 

1/100*width, the alcove volume is ~200 m3. While this 

is one of a few very large alcoves, its form is repre-

sentative. The blue bar is 50 m long. Shown are por-

tions of HiRISE ESP_027394_2640 and 

ESP_036387_2640 (NASA/JPL/UA).  

 

In addition to carefully tracking when alcoves first 

become visible, we are also gathering information 

about the seasonal alcove-apron and dune environment 

and interannual variations in activity rate and type. We 

also have measured trends and variations in alcove 

size, morphology, orientation, and location; and exam-

ined trends relative to latitude and dune type, size, and 

orientation. All of this information is used in our de-

velopment of the alcove formation mechanism hypoth-

esis. So far we have found that all alcoves form only on 
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the steeper slipfaces of dunes, but are oriented in dif-

ferent directions with no trends detected. Some alcoves 

form within alcove clusters, and others are isolated 

features. And while new alcoves of one year may form 

next to alcoves formed during the previous winter, no 

alcove is reactivated during a subsequent winter (unlike 

in the southern mid-latitudes [8-9]). 

 

Dune field winter 

[MY] 

# new 

alcoves 

avg alcove 

vol [m
3

] 

% dunes 

active 

Furya:  
84.8N, 333.8E 

29 150 7 60% 

Kolhar:  
84.7N, 0.7E 

29 525 few-20 30% 

30 67 5% 

31 768 40% 

32 116 8% 

Buzzel: 
84.0N, 233.2E 

30 57 14 5% 

31 97 23  8% 

Tleilax:  
83.5N, 118.6E 

30 550 7 50% 

Arrakis:  
79.9N, 122.5E 

29 2 <~2 ~0% 

Chusuk:  
76.8N, 30.3E 

31 >650 4 50% 

Palma: 
 76.2N, 95.4E 

29 191 94 50% 

30 156 13 35% 

31 160 7 45% 

Table 1. Alcove formation rates/sizes in study sites, 

ordered by latitude. The specific sites and years were 

chosen based on having sufficient overlapping HiRISE 

images to constrain activity to within (approximately) a 

Mars season, over at least one Mars year. 

 

The effect of frost: Generally, our observations are 

consistent with all previous studies [1-2,4] – our chal-

lenge is in determining one, comprehensive formation 

mechanism that is consistent with all obsrvations (in-

cluding the lack of activity within Arrakis (Tab. 1)). 

We propose that the main control is still frost-related 

processes (although clearly the location of steep slopes 

– due to aeolian dune building processes – also exerts a 

control), and that it involves a two-phase process with 

the first phase occurring during the autumn-winter pe-

riod when no images are taken. One possibility is that:  

1) in the autumn or early winter (under the polar hood) 

slope-instabilities induced by the night-formation 

and morning-sublimation of frost causes small al-

coves to form along the dune brink. Experiments 

within a Mars chamber with cold sandy slopes has 

shown that sublimation of a surface-condensed frost 

can generate at least small-scale alcove-apron fea-

tures on slopes at or shallower than angle-of-repose 

[11]. As autumn/winter progresses, the seasonal 

frost layer builds over the altered dune slope (in-

cluding over the fresh, small alcoves).  

2) Sublimation activity is concentrated and/or en-

hanced over these alcoves, causing further erosion 

and the formation of larger alcove-apron features 

during early spring. 

 

The effect of wind: Ripple migration [12] and alcove 

erasure (AKA dune slope restoration -- which we as-

sume to be due to infilling by wind-blown sand) is ob-

servable during the defrosted periods. We estimate a 

lower bound to the aeolian sediment flux by looking at 

how quickly an alcove is erased (i.e., when the dune 

brink and slope appears restored). Current analysis 

shows that most alcoves (~0.5-50 m3) are erased within 

a few Mars years. Within Palma and Tleilax [6], we 

found average “effective” aeolian sand fluxes of 1.0 

and 2.6 m3 m-1 Mars-yr-1, respectively – comparable to 

(although on the low side of) the sediment flux rates 

estimated from ripple and dune margin shifting within 

the north polar dunes (~7 m3 m-1 Mars-yr-1) [12] and 

Nili Patera (~5 m3 m-1 Mars-yr-1) [13].  

 

Relative importance of frost and wind: Comparing 

our estimates for the sand transport rates due to alcove-

apron formation and aeolian sediment flux, we find that 

seasonally forming alcoves may account for 2-20% of 

the sand movement on the lee slopes of the dunes with-

in these dune fields. Further work aims to understand 

interannual, field-specific, and individual dune-slope 

variations in wind or frost-influenced sand transport 

rates, but these results show that alcove formation ac-

tivity must be considered in any interpretation of mar-

tian polar dune morphology and evolution. 
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